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Abstract: Polymer-ceramic composites based on poly(vinylidene fluoride) and ceramic 

particles of the inorganic piezoelectric material Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 were prepared with 

different particle concentrations and size by solution casting in the non-polar (α−) and 

polar (β-) phases of the polymer. The influence of amount and particle size on the overall 

dielectric response of α- and β-phase matrix composites was analyzed, focusing on the 

dielectric relaxation processes. The cooperative segmental motions within the PVDF 

amorphous phase (low-temperature β-relaxation), are strongly affected by the inclusion 

of the fillers, both in the α− and β-phase matrix composites. The complex permittivity 

analyzed by the Havriliak-Negami equation model (NH) and the fragility parameter 

indicates that the PZT ceramic filler induces heterogeneity in the polymer matrix. For α-

PVDF/PZT composites, the strength of the relaxation process increases with increasing 
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the filler amount and it is nearly independent on particle size. The behavior of the HN 

shape parameters, more noticeable for filler content of 20% or higher, shows that the 

relaxation dynamics is influenced by the polymer nucleation kinetics. PVDF/PZT 

composites in β-phase matrix exhibit a strong increase in the relaxation strength for 

PVDF/PZT composites with 40% of ceramic fillers, and the process becomes more 

symmetric when the amount of filler increases. The detected variations in the relaxation 

dynamics in both α- and β-phase matrix composites is strongly affected by the ceramic 

filler and the interface between the ceramic microparticles and the polymer.   
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1. Introduction 

Polymer-ceramic composite properties are the result from the combination/mixture of two 

or more different materials, offering the possibility of tailoring macroscopic materials 

response [1, 2]. Polymer-ceramic composites are increasingly used for applications, as 

they usually present higher piezoelectric coefficients and dielectric constant when 

compared to the matrix polymeric material and higher flexibility, lower density and 

mechanical losses when compared to the ceramic material [3, 4]. The ceramic-polymer 

composite properties depend, together with matrix and filler characteristics, on the 

connectivity, i.e. how the filler and the matrix are interact with each other [5]. 

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) is a semi-crystalline polymer with an uncommon 

polymorphism among polymeric materials. PVDF presents four crystalline phases known 

as α, β, γ and δ, depending of the processing conditions [6]. Typically, the α-phase is 

obtained by crystallization from the melt and presents a non-polar crystalline structure 

TGTG’[7]. Also, the α-phase can be obtained from solution cast when the solvent 

evaporation temperature occurs above 120 ºC [8, 9]. The β-phase shows the highest ferro-

, pyro- and piezoelectric properties and is mostly obtained by stretching the α-PVDF at 

temperatures below 100 ºC and draw ratios between 2 and 5 [8, 9]. Unoriented films 

exclusively in the β-phase can be also obtained from the crystallization of the PVDF 

dissolved in different polar solvents (N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF) or dimethyl 

acetamide (DMA)) at temperatures below 70 ºC. The resulting material shows high 

porosity what makes it opaque and fragile [10, 11]. Also, it has been also revealed that 

PVDF in the β-phase can be also obtained under different manufacturing conditions after 

the inclusion of specific fillers such as ferrites [12], ionic liquids [13] or zeolites [14], 

among others. 
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With respect to the dielectric properties, PVDF presents a crystallization phase dependent 

high room temperature dielectric constant between 6 and 15 [15], and two main relaxation 

processes: one at temperatures below -20 ºC, labeled αa or β and attributed to the 

amorphous regions and the α or αc-relaxation at temperatures above 80 ºC and associated 

with molecular motions within the crystalline fraction [16-18]. 

Lead zirconate titanate, with chemical formula of Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3, 0<x<1 (PZT), 

crystallizes in a perovskite structure (ABO3) [19]. PZT ceramics are widely used in device 

applications such as micro-mechanical systems, piezoelectric transducers, micro-

actuators and pyroelectric sensors, among other  [20, 21]. The PZT phase diagram is 

complex due to existence of a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) that divides the 

ferroelectric region into two parts: a tetragonal crystalline phase rich in Ti atoms and a 

rhombohedral phase region rich in Zr atoms. The  MPB occurs in the Zr/Ti = 52 / 48 

region and the material is characterized by the highest value of the dielectric constant and 

the piezoelectric response [22]. Thus, the material in the MPB is widely used in many 

applications such as sensors [23], transducers [24], energy harvesting [25], among others.  

Polymer/PZT composites for technological applications raised early attention due to the 

interesting properties as smart and multifunctional materials [26]. For PVDF/PZT system, 

it was detected that the piezoelectric effect is mainly due to the ceramic particles, which 

was supported by mathematical formalisms developed to predict the elastic modulus, 

dielectric and piezoelectric values of binary polymer/PZT systems [27]. Generally, the 

high value of the dielectric constant of the ceramic filler allows a higher complex 

permittivity for the polymer/ceramic composites for moderate volume fractions of PZT 

filler and present stronger piezoelectric value than in the neat polymer.  

The viscoelastic properties of the polymer/PZT composites depend on the ceramic 

amount, strain and frequency. Generally, polymer/ceramic composites become stiffer and 
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more brittle with increasing ceramic amount, and exhibit non-linear stress vs strain 

behavior [28]. 

The effect of filler volume fraction on PVDF/PZT composites with 0-3 connectivity was 

performed by Zhang et al [29]. The PVDF/PZT composites were prepared by two 

different shaping processes, hot and cold press It was demonstrated that the piezoelectric 

and dielectric responses of hot-pressed PVDF/PZT composites are superior to those 

prepared by cold-pressing methods due to both the formation of β-PVDF and the better 

coupling of the these materials in the hot-press processing [29] . 

The dielectric properties of PVDF/PZT composites are reported in [30] as a function of 

filler content, and this behavior was interpreted in the light of different theoretical models 

[31]. 

The present work, on the other hand, focus on the understanding of the dependence of  

the dielectric relaxation processes through the Havriliak-Negami formalism as a function 

of  the ceramic amount and size, as well as in relation with the main crystalline phases (α 

and β) of the PVDF polymer. 

In this work, PVDF/PZT composite samples with different PZT concentrations and 

particle size were produced by solution casting technique in the non-polar and polar 

phases of PVDF: α and β-phase, respectively. The influence of the PZT amount and 

particle size on the overall dielectric response of two PVDF matrix (α and β-phase) 

composites was evaluated, focusing in the different relaxations process detected in the 

dielectric behavior, which is of critical relevance scientifically and for technological 

applications. It is to notice that despite being performed for PVDF/PZT composites and 

also, the results are of general interest for related PVDF/ceramic microcomposites such 

as the ones based on BaTiO3 [32], Sodium niobate (NaNbO3) [33], or lead-free 

0.50[Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3]0.50(Ba0.7Ca0.3)TiO3 (BZT-BCT) [34], among others. 
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2. Dielectric Relaxation Spectroscopy: Theory and Analysis 

Dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) is widely applied to assess molecular motions 

and structural relaxations present in insulator materials possessing permanent dipolar 

moments [35].  

The complex permittivity: 

𝜀𝜀∗ = 𝜀𝜀′ − 𝑖𝑖𝜀𝜀′′                                                                    (1) 

can be presented,  according to the Debye theory as: 

𝜀𝜀∗ = 𝜀𝜀∞ + 𝜀𝜀0−𝜀𝜀∞
1+𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

                                                           (2) 

where 𝜏𝜏 is a temperature-dependent relaxation time following an Arrhenius (eq. 3) or a 

Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher-Hesse (VTFH) (eq. 4) law:  

𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏0𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

�                                                           (3) 

𝜏𝜏 = 𝜏𝜏0−𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
𝐵𝐵

𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵(𝑇𝑇−𝑇𝑇0)
�                                                 (4) 

where 𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is the activation energy and 𝑇𝑇 the temperature 

(eq. 3); and 𝑇𝑇0 is the critical temperature at which molecular motions in the material 

become infinitely slow. 𝐵𝐵 is the activation energy of the relaxation process [36] (eq. 4).  

Assuming that the ralaxation process is defined by a  superposition of 𝑀𝑀 independent 

Debye-like processes with a continuous normalized distribution of relaxation times 

𝐺𝐺(ln (𝜏𝜏)), then:  

𝜀𝜀∗(𝜔𝜔,𝑇𝑇) = 𝜀𝜀∞ + ∆𝜀𝜀 ∫ 𝐺𝐺(lnτ))
1+𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜏𝜏)+∞
−∞                                        (5) 

with ∆𝜀𝜀 = 𝜀𝜀0 − 𝜀𝜀∞ and the normalization condition ∫ 𝐺𝐺(lnτ))
1+𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜏𝜏)+∞
−∞ = 1. Then, the 

complex permittivity is given by:  
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𝜀𝜀′(𝜔𝜔,𝑇𝑇) = 𝜀𝜀∞ + ∆𝜀𝜀 ∫ 𝐺𝐺(lnτ))
1+𝑖𝑖2𝑖𝑖2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜏𝜏)+∞
−∞                                      (6) 

𝜀𝜀′′(𝜔𝜔,𝑇𝑇) = ∆𝜀𝜀 ∫ 𝐺𝐺(lnτ))
1+𝑖𝑖2𝑖𝑖2

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜏𝜏)+∞
−∞                                             (7) 

Through these equations, the distribution function can be calculated numerically from the 

dielectric results.  

The complex dielectric permitivitty  can be fitted by using Havriliak-Negami (HN) 

function [37, 38]:  

𝜀𝜀∗ = 𝜀𝜀∞ ∑
∆𝜀𝜀𝑘𝑘

[1+(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘)𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘]𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘                                                     (8) 

where 𝑘𝑘 is the index over which the relaxation process is assumed and 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 and 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 are 

fractional parameters (0 < 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 ≤ 1 and 0 < 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 . 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 ≤ 1) describing, the symmetric and 

asymmetric broadnening of the complex dielectric function [39], respectively. 
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3. Experimental details 

3.1.Samples preparation 

PVDF/PZT composite films were obtained from PVDF polymer and PZT ceramic 

particles with three different particles sizes (0.84, 1.68 and 2.35 μm) following the method 

described elsewhere [10, 31]. The used solvent was dymethylacetamide (DMA) and the 

polymer/solvent ratio 20/80 wt%, The thickness of the composites films is ~30 μm.  

After the stirring process and polymer dissolution, the solution was spread on a glass plate 

through bar coating and, in order to allow the crystallization of the β-PVDF phase, the 

solvent was evaporated at 65 ºC for 1 h [40] and then at 80 ºC for 12 h to remove any 

trace of DMA. α- PVDF was obtained after heating above the melting temperature of the 

composites at 220 ºC for 10 min and cooling down to 25 ºC [40].  

The amount of ceramic filler (∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) is in the range between 10 to 40 % (in 

volume) for the α-phase matrix composites. PZT percentages until 40 wt.% result in 

PVDF-PZT composites in which the 0-3 connectivity is preserved. α-phase matrix 

composites with 20% of ceramic filler content with diameter 0.84, 1.68 and 2.35 μm, 

were also prepared. The β-phase matrix composites were prepared with 30 and 40% of 

PZT particles with diameter 1.68 µm.  

 

3.2.Dielectric characterization 

Dielectric measurements were performed by impedance spectroscopy (Alpha-S, Quatro 

Cryosystem from Novocontrol GmbH).  In order to obtain a parallel plate capacitor, 

circular gold electrodes with 5 mm radius were deposited by sputtering on both sides of 

sample. The sample cell was mounted in a cryostat (BDS 1100) from a liquid nitrogen 

deward. The complex dielectric permittivity 𝜀𝜀∗ = 𝜀𝜀′ − 𝑖𝑖𝜀𝜀′′ was calculated as a function 
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of frequency (10−1 – 107 Hz) and isothermal temperatures ramps from −120 ºC to 150 ºC 

(thermal stability: 0.1 ºC) and a step of 5 ºC. 

 

4. Results and discussions 

4.1. α-phase PVDF matrix 

The influence of the processing conditions on the distribution of the ceramic fillers in the 

PVDF matrix was evaluated in previous works, and it was detected that PZT particles are 

randomly distributed within the polymeric matrix without aggregates in both α- and β-

phase PVDF with a 0-3 connectivity [10, 31, 41]. The cross-section images for the 

composites with higher ceramic content are shown in Figure S1 (supplementary 

information), in which a good distribution of the ceramic particles in the polymer matrix 

can be observed, regardless of the ceramic particle size. With respect to the polymer 

microstructure, the large spherulites of α-PVDF disappear with increasing ceramic 

content, whereas in composites materials crystallized in the β-phase, the increase filler 

amount reduces the polymer porosity [11, 41]. 

The crystalline phase of the PVDF/PZT composites is not affected by the PZT content 

and average size [41]. 

Figure 1 shows the frequency and temperature dependence of the dielectric response for 

α-PVDF and corresponding composite for 30% PZT. It is observed an increase of the 

dielectric constant with increasing PZT amount, in agreement with previous reports [10, 

31]. Figure 1 presents the low-temperature β-relaxation characteristic of the neat PVDF 

polymer, assigned to the local micro-Brownian movements of molecular segments in the 

non-crystalline region at temperatures below the glass temperature (𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔) of the 

polymer[16, 17]. Therefore, this process in the amorphous phase is induced by 

cooperative segmental motions [42].   
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Figure 1 – Complex dielectric permittivity,  ε´ and ε´´,  as a function of frequency and 

temperature for α-PVDF a) and c) and α-phase PVDF/PZT composites b) and d) with 30 

% PZT filler amount with average size of ∅ = 𝟏𝟏.𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔 µm. 

 
The αc-relaxation of the PVDF matrix is proposed to appear at temperatures above 80 ºC 

[15]. This relaxation is related with molecular motions within the crystalline fraction of 

the material. However, instead of a clear observation of the αc-relaxation, it is detected 

that the dielectric constant increases, related to the high conductivity due to interface 

effects, is observed for all the composites, hiding the αc-relaxation process (Figure 1). 
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In experimental studies on polymer dynamics with broadband dielectric spectroscopy, the 

experimental variation of the complex permittivity, ε∗, as a function of the frequency (ω) 

and temperature (T) is commonly described assuming a distribution function of relaxation 

times, contributing to each relaxation process. Using a general approach, the exponential 

decay function is used together with an empirical distribution function, G(ln(τ)), which 

describes the superposition of exponentially damped processes. The parameters that 

describe this function are obtained by the best fit of the experimental results [43]. 

Several empiric mathematical expressions have been used to explain the variation of the 

ε∗ (ω) in glass-forming polymeric materials, such as the Debye [39], Cole-Cole [44], 

Cole-Davinson [45] and Havriliack-Negami [38] relaxation functions. Through these 

equations, the distribution of relaxation times is found analytically.   

In this work, the dielectric relaxation has been described empirically by the Havriliack-

Negami (HN) equation 8, as it is the most adequate for the description of semicrystalline 

polymers (see in supplementary information, Figure S2 with fits by HN equation). The 

HN formalism allows the study of the dielectric behavior of the PVDF/PZT composites 

and, comparing the data obtained with the neat polymer, to evaluate the filler effect on 

the low temperature relaxation.  

Figure 2 shows the relaxation strength (Δε) as a function of temperature for the β-

relaxation process for the α-phase matrix. 
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Figure 2 – Relaxation strength for the α-phase PVDF/PZT composites: a) α-phase PVDF 

sample with different PZT (∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) contents and b) samples with 20% PZT 

ceramic amount and different average particle size.  

 
It is observed that Δε increases with increasing PZT filler amount in the polymer matrix 

for a given filler average particle size (figure 2a). Also, identical values are obtained for 

a given PZT amount, being nearly independent of the PZT average size. These facts 

demonstrate that the dielectric strength of the relaxation process is affected by the PZT 

filler amount and size (for the particle sizes under study). 

The slight decrease of the dielectric strength for the 20% PZT sample with PZT filler 

average size of 2.35 μm is to be ascribed to the presence of clusters for higher filler size 

composites [10, 31]. For higher electroactive PZT contents (20 % or higher) in the 

PVDF/PZT composite samples, the spherulitic structure is destroyed and the polymeric 

material only clumps in the free space between the ceramic particles [10, 31]. The 

crystallization kinetics of the α-PVDF polymer is attributed to spherulitic growth with 

heterogeneous nucleation where the spherulite sizes varies from 10 to 100 μm, depending 

on the crystallization temperature [10]. The presence of the PZT microparticles interfere 

both in the spherulites growth kinetic and the nucleation process [10, 46]. For low 

amounts of PZT microparticles, mainly the nucleation process in PVDF/PZT composites 
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will be affected. The size of the PVDF spherulites is smaller in the PVDF/PZT composites 

with the lowest particles and, in both cases, smaller than in the neat PVDF polymer. It 

was verified that the number of crystallization nuclei is greater for the PVDF/PZT 

composite containing 0.84 μm particles, where a more effective nucleation of the PVDF 

polymer for small particles is detected. In addition, the change in the crystallization 

kinetics disturbs the degree of crystallinity of the PVDF polymer. For higher 

concentrations above 20wt.% of PZT, the PZT microparticles prevent the growth of 

spherulites and, therefore, avoid the formation of the PVDF characteristic spherulitic 

microstructure [31]. The polymer phase in these composites is dispersed over very small 

domains, which restrict the growth of crystals. A fraction of the polymer chains is 

restricted between PZT microparticles and within the aggregates. The ceramic particle 

size plays an important role in the aggregate’s formation, in particular for PVDF/PZT 

composites samples with filler concentrations of 20% or larger. Figure 2 shows for larger 

microparticle diameters, the aggregates show higher dimensions, resulting in a decrease 

of the dielectric strength of α-PVDF/PZT composites. 

The changes of the shape parameter (ak) with filler content and average size is represented 

in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 – ak parameter evolution for the α-phase PVDF/PZT composites: a) α-phase 

PVDF samples with different PZT contents (∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) and b) samples with different 

average particle size and 20 wt.% PZT ceramic. 

 
The evolution of the ak parameter of the HN model displays a decrease with increasing 

ceramic filler content (Figure 3a). Also, a decrease of the ak parameter is observed 

especially for the composite sample with smaller average particle size (∅ = 0.84 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) 

(Figure 3b). This behavior is to be ascribed to variations in the polymer nucleation 

kinetics due to the presence of the PZT microparticles in the PVDF matrix. Typically, the 

polymeric chains are constrained between the PZT aggregates that are greater for the 

higher ceramic particles [10, 46]. In fact, it was previously discovered that the presence 

of PZT microparticles in PVDF/PZT composites decreases the degree of crystalline phase 

[31, 41], which explains the evolution of the αk parameter. The evolution of the bk 

parameter with increasing PZT content and average particle size is represented in Figure 

4.  
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Figure 4 – of the bk HN fitting parameter for the α-phase PVDF/PZT composites: a) with 

different PZT amount (∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) and b) samples with different average particle size 

and 20wt.% of PZT ceramic amount. 
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The evolution of the 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 parameter of the HN model reveals an increase with the amount 

of PZT microparticles until a maximum is reached for the sample with 30 % PZT content, 

remaining stable for further increasing PZT microparticle amount (Figure 4a). Moreover, 

an increase of the bk is also detected for PVDF/PZT composites with the same amount of 

PZT filler and different average particle size until ∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇, decreasing for the 

sample with the highest average size (∅ = 2.35 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) (Figure 4b). 

The obtained results prove that the relaxation process shows a wide distribution of 

relaxation times and that the profile of the process becomes more symmetric for the 

samples with higher PZT filler content for a given particle size. In addition, the symmetry 

of the relaxation process is strongly dependent on the particle size, with the symmetry of 

the process increasing with increasing particle size until a maximum is reached for the 

sample with ∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇.  

As stated above, this behavior is probably associated to the nucleation kinetics of PVDF, 

hampered by the presence of PZT particles present in the matrix. Especially for higher 

concentrations (20% PZT or higher) the presence of electroactive ceramic filler hamper 

the crystallites from growing freely, preventing the formation the characteristic 

crystallization structure of the PVDF polymer matrix. The polymeric chains are then 

constrained between the PZT aggregates that are larger for the larger ceramic particles 

[10, 46].  

The overall behavior of this relaxation process correlates well with the decrease of the 

degree of crystallinity for PZT amount [31, 41]. 

The relaxation time (τ0) with temperature for the β-relaxation follows the dependence of 

the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse law (equation 3). Figure 5 shows the relaxation time 

behavior for the β-relaxation, for samples with different ceramic content and a given filler 
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size (∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) and for a given concentration (20% PZT) and different PZT 

microparticle average sizes. 
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Figure 5 – a) Relaxation time dependence with temperature and corresponding fitting 

with the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse law for the α-phase PVDF/PZT composites 

(∅ = 1.68 μm) and b) for different average sizes. 

 

Table 1 shows the parameters for the PVDF/PZT composites with different average 

particle size and the same PZT amount (20%) found in the VTFH fitting of the β-

relaxation. A decrease of 𝜏𝜏0 is observed for the composites when compared to the neat α-

PVDF matrix and the same behaviour is found for the T0 parameter. It is observed that 𝐵𝐵 

parameter increases with the increase of the ceramic particle amount, especially for the 

sample with ∅ = 0.84 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 (Table 1). 

Table 1 – Evolution of the VTFH fitting parameters and fragility (m) for the α-phase 

PVDF/PZT samples with different filler content ((∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) and different average 

particles sizes. 

α-phase matrix 
(φ = 1.68 µm) 

τ0-VTFH (s-1) 𝑩𝑩 (eV) T0 (K) m 

0% 5.59×10-10 0.059 204 98.1 

10% PZT 7.05×10-13 0.131 170 65.7 
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20% PZT 4.62×10-12 0.095 183 81.3 

30% PZT 1.01×10-12 0.121 171 68.9 

40% PZT 3.71×10-12 0.098 181 79.5 

20% PZT  
φ =0.84 µm 

4.59×10-13 0.135 168 65.1 

20% PZT  
φ =2.35 µm 

7.53×10-11 0.068 193 94.9 

 

Based on the representation of the relaxation times against glass transition temperature, a 

method was to classify glass-forming liquids from “strong” to “fragile” [47, 48]. 

Considering this concept, the fragility parameter (m), related to the amorphous phase of 

PVDF, is assessed through the HN fitting parameters and calculated by:  

𝜇𝜇 =
𝐵𝐵
𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔�

(ln 10)�1−𝑇𝑇0 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔� �
2     (9) 

The dynamic fragility characterized by the velocity with which a liquid’s dynamic 

properties (relaxation time, viscosity, …) varies as the glass transition temperature (Tg) 

is reached. ‘Fragile’ systems are characterized by m > 50 and ‘strong’ ones, close to 

Arrhenius behavior, show m values lower than 30.  

The values of the fragility parameter, included in Table 1, show that the PVDF/PZT 

composites present a fragile behavior, also observed in Fig. 5, with PVDF showing a 

fragility parameter ~100: The PZT microparticles incorporation results in a substantial 

decrease in fragility (more ‘strong’ behavior). Moreover, there is a high dependence on 

fragility as a function of particle size. Samples with 20% PZT and minimum diameter 

(∅ = 0.84 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) show the lowest m value (strongest behavior), increasing the fragility as 

particle size does. These results suggest that the particle-matrix interaction induce 

heterogeneity in the polymer matrix (which increases with the content of particles), 

leading to a more ‘strong’ behavior [49].  
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As stated before, the β-relaxation is related to cooperative segmental motions of 

molecular segments in non-crystalline regions.  The values found for the HN fitting 

parameters for the β-relaxation suggests that this process, in addition to being associated 

to the movements of the PVDF amorphous phase, contains a contribution of the polymer 

crystalline part and from the interface between the ceramic microparticles and the 

polymer. An increase of the PZT amount restrains the chain movement and the 

contribution of the molecular dynamics of relaxation can be impaired by the PVDF 

crystalline phase [50] and from the PZT particles present in the composite sample. 

 
4.2. β-phase PVDF matrix  

Analysis of the complex permittivity values were also obtained for β-PVDF/PZT 

composites, in order to evaluate the polymer matrix effect on the dielectric response. The 

results are similar to the ones presented in Figure 1 for α-PVDF/PZT composites and are 

summarized in Figure S3 for the complex permittivity of neat β-PVDF and the β-

PVDF/PZT composites.   

Regardless of the polymer phases (α- and β-phase) and for PVDF/PZT composites, the 

addition of PZT microparticles in the PVDF matrix increases the dielectric constant 

(Figure 1 and S3). Figure S3 shows that the room temperature real part of the permittivity 

increases more than 10 times for the composite with the highest amount of the PZT 

microparticles (𝜀𝜀′ ≈ 810) when compared to neat PVDF polymer (𝜀𝜀′ = 7 and 16 , for α 

and β-PVDF, respectively, at 25 ºC and 1 kHz [10, 31]. 

The size of the PZT microparticles is also relevant to the final ε’ values of the PVDF/PZT 

composite, the ε’values being slightly larger for the smaller PZT grain sizes. It can be 

detected that the PZT fillers in the PVDF/PZT composites are the main contribution to 

the value of the dielectric constant [10, 31]. A detailed theoretical and experimental 
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description of the filler dependent dielectric behaviour of the composites has been 

described elsewhere [10, 31]. 

Likewise, the dielectric relaxation behavior of β-phase PVDF/PZT composites was 

studied according to the HN mathematical formalism (equation 8). The behavior of the 

relaxation strength (Δε) for the β-relaxation process for the β-PVDF matrix (∅ =

1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇) with temperature is represented in Figure 6a. 
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Figure 6 – a) Relaxation strength for the β-phase PVDF/PZT composites with different 

PZT amounts (∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇). b) Evolution of the 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 and c) evolution of the 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘: 

determined by the HN for β-phase PVDF and β-phase PVDF/PZT composites. d) 

Temperature dependence of the relaxation time and corresponding fit with Vogel-

Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse law for the β-phase PVDF/PZT composites with different PZT 

contents 
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Figure 6a) shows a significant increase in ∆ε when the PZT filler quantity in the polymer 

matrix increases from 30 to 40% in the PVDT/PZT composites with the same particle 

average size (∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇). Also, it is observed that the dielectric strength is strongly 

influenced by the PZT filler amount present in the composite. The inclusion of the PZT 

microparticles reduces the crystallinity and polymer crystallization (in β-phase) occurs in 

a confined space which can induce inability of the polymeric amorphous phase dipoles to 

relax in all spatial directions.  

It has been reported previously [10, 31] that the crystalline structure is lost and the 

polymer material agglomerates on the free space between the ceramic particles when the 

PZT microparticles present in the composite are equal or higher than 20%. The 

crystallization kinetics of the β-PVDF polymer is characterized by heterogeneous 

nucleation with spherulitic growth [11]. Nevertheless, the addition of the ceramic 

particles hampers both in the growth kinetic of the crystallites and in the nucleation 

process [31, 41]. For low concentration of ceramic microparticles, mainly the nucleation 

process will be affected. In addition, a higher electroactive ceramic concentration hinders 

the crystallites growth and therefore prevents the formation of the characteristic 

microstructure of the polymer [31, 41]. In fact, the polymer phase in the PVDF/PZT 

composites is spread over very small domains, where crystal growth is limited. A fraction 

of the PVDF polymer chains is confined between PZT micro particles, also within the 

aggregates.  

Changes of ak and 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 parameters with different filler contents obtained from the HN 

fitting are represented in Figure 6b and c. Figure 6b shows that the evolution of the ak 

parameter does not present significant variations with increasing ceramic filler in the 

PVDF/PZT composites. By contrast, an increase of the 𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 parameter is observed with 

increasing PZT filler amount in the PVDF/PZT composites. These results show that the 
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β-relaxation process is broad and the shape of the process becomes more symmetrical as 

the amount PZT filler increases (Figure 6c). As stated above, this behavior indicates a 

disruption in the PVDF nucleation kinetics originated by the PZT microparticles in the 

polymer matrix.  

Figure 6d shows the dependence of the β-relaxation time distribution (τHN) as a function 

of temperature follows the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann-Hesse law (equation 3) for the β-

relaxation process in the β-PVDF/PZT composites. 

The parameters obtained for the VTFH fitting are represented in Table 2. For the 

PVDF/PZT composites, the 𝜏𝜏0 decreases when compared to the β-PVDF matrix; the same 

behaviour is found for the T0 parameter. Finally, an increase in the  𝐵𝐵 parameter is 

observed, which increases with the ceramic particle content in the composite (Table 2). 

 

Table 2 – Evolution of the VTFH fitting parameters for the β-PVDF/PZT samples with 

different amounts of PZT (∅ = 1.68 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇). 

β-PVDF matrix 

(∅ = 𝟏𝟏.𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔 𝝁𝝁𝝁𝝁) 

τ0-VTFH (s-1) B (eV) T0 (K) m 

0 2.73*10-10 0.068 200 89.6 

30% PZT 9.36*10-14 0.157 158 60.1 

40% PZT 4.36*10-14 0.131 166 74.7 

 

Table 2 shows that the fragility parameter, m, behavior is similar to that of α-phase 

composites. The inclusion of PZT filler, leading to a more heterogeneous microstructure, 

results in a more “strong” behavior when compared to the pure β-PVDF.  

The NH fitting and fragility parameters obtained from the β-phase PVDF matrix 

composites, in an analogous manner as the α-phase composites, suggest that the dynamics 

of this relaxation process is associated to motions in the PVDF amorphous phase with the 
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influence of the crystalline phase [50], being also contributions from the polymer-filler 

interfaces.  

 

Conclusions 

PVDF/PZT composite materials with PZT amounts (10 to 40 wt.%) and particle size were 

prepared in the non-polar and polar phases of the PVDF: α− and β-phase, respectively. 

The dielectric spectrum displays that the low-temperature β-relaxation of the amorphous 

phase in PVDF polymer, related to the cooperative segmental motion, is strongly affected 

by the presence of PZT filler, in both α− and β- polymer matrix. The fitting parameters 

determined by the HN model, together with the ‘fragility’ parameter indicate that the PZT 

particles induce heterogeneity in the polymer matrix. The relaxation dynamic reveals that 

changes in the process are related to the motions in the amorphous phase of PVDF 

polymer with the influence of the crystalline phase, strongly affected by the PZT filler, 

and the interface between the polymer chains and PZT particles.  
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